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University of Missouri 
St. Louis 
Senate r;:lce is packed: 
An unusually high turnout for 
student senator candidates 
has reversed a dismal trend 
of disinterest. See page 3. 
tennis starts preparation for 
the 1998 season. See page 7. 
! 
.&1. You shouldn't have: 
Richard Dreyfuss assaults the 
general. innocent public with 
another insulting waste of 
good time, Krippendorf's 
Tribe . See page 6. 
Editorial: Repeated budget 
shortfalls point out fatal flaw 
in the process --:- overly opti-
mistic enrollment projections. 
See page 4. 
WGRE under fire 
over KKK invite 
GREENCASTLE, IND. (U-
WIRE) - DePauw radio sta-
tion WGRE's cancellation of a 
the Ku Klux Klan's appear-
ance sparked more controver-
sy than the invitation. 
Jeffrey Berry the imperial 
wizard of Indiana's KKK. was 
scheduled to be on "In Focus" 
this past Wednesday night. 
However, WGRE canceled his 
visit saying they were unable 
to get DePauw faculty to 
debate Berry. 
Since WGRE announced 
the cancellation last 
Thursday, the issue has filled 
DePauw's campus with con-
troversy. At Monday's faculty 
meeting. professors passion-
ately discussed the KKK's 
possible visit to DePauw. 
David Newman, chair of the 
sociology department, began 
the faculty's discussion, ask-
ing what WGRE's reasons 
were for both Berry's invita-
tion and the cancellation. 
They addressed a letter to 
Jeff McCall, faculy adviser to 
WGRE. and Patrick Kessler, 
station manager, asking the 
station to detail their decision 
making process and what led 
them to invite the KKK. 
The controversy has 
exposed differences among 
the faculty views of the issue. 
McCall responded to the fac-
ulty letter by saying, 
uProgramming decisions 
involving individual depart-
ments are generally left to 
thosa. individual depart-
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THE STUDENT VOICE OF UM - S T. L OUIS 
Professor fires back with 
new grievance against U 
Faculty member says he will make disturbing (revelations' 
BY DOUG HARRISON 
.... _-------._--
sta II write r 
An English professor against 
whom a former student filed a dis-
crimination grievance has turned 
the tables, filing his own grievance 
against the University. 
. In a letter to English 
Department faculty Feb. 24, John 
Onuska, associate professor of 
English, told colleagues of a griev-
ance he had filed that would make 
"revelations that should deeply dis-
turb" faculty members. 
Though Onuska's letter does 
not elaborate on the nature of his 
grievance, Steven Ryals, Onuska's 
A Rising Star? 
attorney, said that Onuska's com-
plaint "arises from the consitut-
tional infirmities of the process 
itself and how it applies to Dr. 
Onuska and his treatment by the 
University. " 
In his letter, Onuska, who has 
declined repea ted requests for ~ an 
interview, wrote of "[t]his unpleas-
ant situation . . . [that] has been 
going on now for 15 months," call-
ing it "the most distressing episode 
in my long career." 
"This marks my 30th year on 
this campus," Onuska wrote in the 
twO page document. "I have fore-
gone any of the public occasions 
marking the event. Given the part 
played in this academic nightmare 
by various administrators .. ill 
Woods Hall, I felt it would be hyp-
ocritical of me to participate in any 
ceremony in which they "honored" 
me for my long service.'" 
In his letter to faculty, Onuska 
offers faculty a four-point list of 
suggestions about dealing with Stu-
dents, including the prohibition 
against tolerating "academic dis-
honesty . .. because you fear litiga-
tion," adding that "the reason I 
have not rolled over and played the 
martyr/victim is my determination 
see PROF, page 3 
FS '96: 
Melinda Long 
mrolls in 
Onuska's Eng 
338 class 
Jan. to Mar. 
'97: 
LongiOnuska 
unable to reach 
informal reso-
lution 
April '97: 
Longfiles 
grievance 
agaimt Onuska 
JIIov. '97: 
Long threatens 
federal suit; 
alleges Univ. 
delayed hearing 
Feb. '98: 
Gnevance com-
mittee hears 
case, Onuska 
files grievance 
Stephanie P latt/ The Cu,.ren t 
Big Lee of St. Lunatics performs live in 100 Clark Hall Feb. 25, The performance was part of the "Take 
Stock in Your Future" Seminar sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Relations. 
Report finds 
driver at fault 
in June crash 
BY B ILL ROLFES 
staff writer 
The National Transportation Safety Board 
found driver error and hus station design were at 
fault in the death of four people at the MetroLink 
station on South Campus last summer. 
In a reporr released Feb. 24, the NTSB stated 
that the "saw-tooth" design of the bus station 
"fail[ ed] to provide adequate pedestrian safety" 
without the 42-inch steal barriers that were 
installed after the June 11 crash. 
The NTSB found that Bi-Stare driver trainee 
Nicola Ball had mistaken the gas pedal for the 
hrake but design safety measures could have pre-
vented the deaths. 
The report stated, "had the posi tive separation 
see CRASH, page 8 
Former food services 
director charged 
in campus assault 
BY MARY LINDSLEY 
.............. _ .. -.. ........... .... ...... . 
stafl w riter 
The St. Louis County prosecuting attorney's 
office has filed charges in connection with an on-
campus incident involving a food service manager. 
Ron Medley, district supervisor for Food Service 
Consultants, has been charged with third degree 
assault, a misdemeanor charge. said Captain James 
Smal ley, assis tant director of University Police. 
ccording to police reports, an argument had 
ensued on Feb. 13 between M dley and Corey 
Childs, a foo d se rvice employee, ov r Childs' arriv-
ing la te for work. Medley alleged that Childs had 
threatened to hit him, after which he tOld Childs to 
ciock Out and leave. 
see GUN, page 3 
Nursing students express 
concerns with dean 
Forum convened after faculty cuts 
BY D OU G H A R RISON 
staff writer 
Frequent curriculum changes, conflicting informa-
tion it'Jm advisers and concerns about "production line 
mentality" at the Barnes College of Nursing dominated 
tWO recent meetinp between nursing students and the 
college's dean, 
About 50 students turned out on Feb. 25 and Feb. 27 
for hour-long opportunities to hear Jerry Durham, dean 
of (he School of Nursing, discuss the recent faculty cuts 
that will leave nine non-regular instructors out of work 
next year. 
''I'm concerned about the production-line mentality 
in rhe college," said Greg Nemec, senior nursing student. 
see NU RSES, page 8 
Gwen 
Packnetthas 
merged a 
lifetime of 
THE RIGHT COlVmINATION 
. 
expenence 
and 
education as 
well as three 
diversity 
programs on 
campus 
BY MARY LINDSLEY 
.............. ..................... ... ................. -... _ ...... _ ..... _ ............ ...... , .. 
staff writer 
When the Office of Multicultural 
Relations was created last year, it was 
designed to be an ideal combination of 
services geared to the academic support 
of students. It is only fitting, then, that 
its director has the ideal combination of 
qualities to lead it towards its goal. 
Gwendolyn DeLoach-Packnett, 
director of the Multicultural Relations 
Office, says her background in commu-
nity service and her studies in social work 
and education have helped her guide the 
office in meeting students' needs . 
"As an educator, it helps with under-
standing how to work with the academic 
side of students' concerns," Packnett 
said. "As a person with a degree in social 
work, [it helps with] students that come 
our way to talk about personal issues." 
Since her days at St. Louis' Central 
High School, Packnett has been working 
'with students, doing volunteer work for 
the Mathews-Dickey Boys and Girls 
Club and the Annie Malone Children's 
Home. She later earned tWO undergradu- ~ 
ate degrees - one in education, the other 
in social work - from William Jewell 
College and a master's degree in social 
work from Washington University. 
Packnen spent five years in private 
practice as a family therapist in 
Connecticut before returning to St. 
Louis and marrying the Rev. Ronald 
Packnett of the Central Baptist Church. 
She says her husband, who died a year 
ago, shared her devotion to helping stu-
dents academically. 
After taking time off to care for the 
couple's t".'O children, Brittany and 
Barrington, Packnett returned to work as 
a coordinator for the St. Louis Public 
Schools, There she created a variety of 
programs, including mentorships, and 
dealt with infractions by students in the 
desegregation program. She came to 
UM-St. Louis four years ago as a coordi-
nator for African-American Student 
Relations. 
see PACKNE:ii, page 8 
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Monday, Mar. 9 
• The Louvre: An Architectural History-A 
Slide Talk . Jeanne Morgan Z arruchi, 
associate professor of foreign languages 
and 'Iiteratures and of art and history, 
will discuss the growth of the great 
French palace from a watchtower to a 
world-famous symbol otempire. 
• Biological Society Meeting at 1:30 p.m. 
in 115 Benton Hall. Contact: 6438. 
Tuesday, Mar. 10 
• Student Social Work Association 
Meeting at 4 p.m. in the Lucas Hall 
Evening College Conference Room on 
the third floor. Contact: Barb Collasso, 
5105. 
• Biological Society Meeting at 4:30 p.m. 
in 115 8enton Hall. Contact : 6438. 
Wednesday, Mar. 11. 
• Daughters of the Dust part of the UM-St. 
Louis Rivermen Film Series at 10 p.m. in 
the U-Meadows Clubhouse. Free 
Admission with a UM-St. Louis ID. 
Contact: Student Activities, 5291: 
• Student Senate Elections on the North 
Campus in the U-Center Lobby from 8:00 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., in Lucas Hall 3rd 
floor from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. and on 
the South Campus in Marillac from 8:00 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, Mar. 12 
• . Daughters of the Dust part of the UM-
st. Louis Rivermen Film Series at 10 
a.m. in the U-Center Lounge. Free 
Admission with a UM-St. Louis 10. 
Contact: Student Activities, 5291. 
• Robbie Barber: Speaking in the 
Vernacular. Reception from 5 p.m. to 7 
p.m. in Gallery 210 Lucas Hall. 
Contact: 5976 or 5952. 
• Student Senate Elections on the North 
Campus in the U-Center Lobby from 
8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., in Lucas Hall 
3rd floor from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
and on the South Campus in Marillac 
from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
• The Tawainese Struggle for Identity, 
part of the 1997-98 Colloquium Series 
Forging National Identities in East 
Asia, given by Jack Williams who is the 
director of the Asian Studies Center at 
Michigan State University_ This event 
will be held from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m. in 331 SSB. This event is spon-
sored by the Joint Center for East 
Asian Studies. Contact: 5753. 
• Reception for artist Robbie Barber from 
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. with a lecture pre-
sented by Barber at 6 p.m. in Gaj,jery 
210 Lucas Hall. Contact: Terry Suhre, 
5952. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Friday, Mar.13 
• SessJon 2 Introduction to Weigtrt 
Training: Learn how to use the Fitness 
Center and weight room to achieve the 
goals you desire. Fridays from 1 p.m. to 
2 p.m. in the Mark Twain Building. Fee 
$5.00. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326. 
! • 
I 
"Folk Art, Popular Culture, and 
Contemporary Art" is a symposium co-
sponsored by the Center for Humanities 
from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. in 203 
Lucas. Contact: Terry Suhre, 5952. 
! 
! 
I 
1 ! Saturday, Mar. 14 
., • A CPR-AdultjlnfantjChiid course from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. There is a $5.00 fee for I this course. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326. 
I Monday, Mar. 16 I • Men's and Women's Table Tennis 
I Tournament starts today in the Mark 
II Twain Rec Center. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326. 
I · It's Time to End the Economic War 
.
1
1 
Between the States. Kenneth Thomas, 
assistant professor of political science 
, and fellow in the Center for International 
I 
I 
! 
Studies, reports on the research from his 
forthcoming book and argues that we 
have lessons to learn from the European 
Union and Canada on ways of controlling 
competition for investment among states 
and localities. Contact: Karen Lucas, 
5699. 
• Institute For Women's and Gender Studies 
governing, board meeting from 2:00 p.m. 
to 3:30 p.m. in 1312 Tower. Contact : Nan 
Sweet , 6383 or Deborah Bowman, 5581. 
Wednesday, Mar. 18 
• The Last Emperor part of the U M-St. Louis 
Rivermen Film Series at 8 p.m. in the U-
Meadows Clubhouse. Free Admission with 
a UM·St. Louis 10. Contact: Student 
Activities, 5291. 
Thursday, Mar. 19 
• The Last Emperor part of the UM-St. 
Louis Rivermen Film Series at 10 a.m. in 
the U-Center Lounge. Free Admission with 
a UM-St. Louis 10. Contact: Student 
Activities, 5291. 
Friday, Mar, 20 
• Session 2 Introduction to Weight Training: 
Learn how to use the Fitness Center and 
weight room to achieve the goals you 
desire. Fridays from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in 
the Mark Twain Building. Fee $5.00. 
Contact : Rec Sports, 5326. 
Monday, Mar. 23 
• Did Women Have a Renaissance? The 
Self-Image of the Creative Woman. Yael 
Even, associate professor of art and art 
history, UM-St. Louis, and Deborah Aldrich 
Larson, associate professor of English, 
UM-St. Louis, discuss women artists and 
writers of the Renaissance. Contact: 
Karen Lucas, 5699. 
A staff reported that between Feb. 9 at 5 p.m. and Feb.16 
at 9 a.m. , a Denver Electronic Balance Scale was stolen from 
442 Research Building. 
IFebruary 13, 1998 . I A fist fight was reported at 3:00 a.m. between two stu-
idents sharing an apartment at the U-Meadows. No prosecu-
Ition by either party was desired. 
February 14, 1998 
February 19, 1998 
A student reported that between 8 a.m. and 11 a.m., her 
purse and its contents were stolen from 103 SSB (Computer 
Lab). The purse had been left unattended by its owner. 
i 
A student reported her wallet containing cash and several 
credit cards was taken from 307 Research Building. 
! A Food Service Worker was charged with Possession of a 
lweapon during an argument 
A person at the U-Meadows Apartments was arrested at 
10:50 p.m. and charged with Violating Missouri Controlled 
Substance Law. There were also two outstanding warrants for 
IWith another worker. A warrant will be applied for at the St . Louis County Prosecutor's Office. 
the person's arrest . 
February 16, 1998 
, 
MAKE AN EDUCATED CHOICE! 
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT 
WITH UPSI 
$ 8.50 
-
$9.50 I HR 
PART - TIME 
LOADING AND UNLOADING 
-NO WEEKENDS -STUDENT LOANS 
-17.5 - 25 HRSIWK -FULL BENEFITS 
-PAID VACATIONS -PAID HOLIDAYS 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
MONDAY 3/9 & TUESDAY 3/10 
IN UNIVERSITY CENTER 
8 AM TO 1 PM 
UPS HAS INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
_ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
_ HUMAN RESOURCES 
_COMMUNICATIONS 
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR RESUME TO A RECRUITER 
ON ONE OF THE ABOVE DAYS. 
WI 
ups 
( OR CALL OUR JOB HOTLINE AT 1-888-WORK-UPS) EOE M/F 
A student was arrested after it was learned that he was 
wanted by Green County Sheriff's Department on two active 
warrants. 
At 6:25 p.m., a person reported that a subject was in the 
hallway of SSB masturbating. 
- .. 
Riverport AInphl-theatre 
Job Fair 
Saturday , March 21 
& Sunday, March 22 
Noon - 4: 30pm 
Vlestpon Playhouse 
GOO Westport Plaza 
Questions Please Call: (314)298-994 4 
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High turnout i~ senate race rev'erses trend in recent years 
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS 
...................... -....... _ ...... -............................ -- .. ~ ... ...................... -.... -.-.... . 
special to The Current 
Forty-seven students have filed applications 
for candidacy in this year's University Senate 
election. 
According to senate member David Ganz, in 
recent years there were fewer people filing appli-
cations for candidacy than there were seats in the 
senate. This meant that anyone who declared 
candidacy and met the eligibility requirements 
was elected 'without contest. lAst year only 13 
students ran for the 25 student seats in the sen-
ate. 
According to Student Government 
run," Avery said. 
Avery also said that due to 
the low levels of student par-
ticipation in past elections, 
there had been some discus-
sion in the seriate of reducing 
the number of student seats. 
Avery lamented this, and said 
he had no intention of losing 
any student seats in the senate. 
March 11 and 12 
8:00 am to 12:30 
p.m. in uCenter LoblJy 
and Marillac Hall 
5 p.m to 7 p.m in 
Lucas Hall and 
MarrilIac Hall 
voters must show 
student ID 
the students have a real 
choice in determining who 
will represent them in the 
senate. 
"I think the fact that there 
is a real choice is good news 
for the campus," said Wright. 
According to Gary Grace, 
vice chancellor for Student 
Affairs, the election is impor-
tint hecause it is a reflection 
of student opinion, both as it 
is now, and as it changes in 
the future. 
"If students aren't repre-
Association president Jim Avery, the increased 
student interest in the senate election is a direct 
reflection of the effort he put into it. 
"1 told them 1 was going to get 25 people to 
Richard Wright, a member 
of the senate's election sub-
committee, said the increased 
interest in the election was the 
result of efforts by many peo-
ple, and that visible issues, 
such as the University Center, also played a part 
in boosting interest in the election. 
Wright said that having a real election meant 
sented, their views aren't 
known," Grace said. "Democracy requires all of 
us to be engaged," Grace said, "It's not a specta-
tor sport." 0 
,. 
PRO F, from page 1 
to do everything in my power to see 
that no one of you or any member of 
the community is subjected to such 
treatment again." 
Onuska's grievance will not be 
heard until after the current grievance 
against · him has been adjudicated. 
Melinda Long, a senior English and 
education major, has charged that 
O(lUSka violated her civil rights as an 
African-American woman and her 
right to privacy. She alleges that in the 
fall of 1996, Onuska both distributed 
. copies of her quiz and attendance 
\ records to his English 338 class and 
t penciled in "disparaging" comments 
about her weight and race in the mar-
gins of the roster. Long said she 
wants the original grade she received 
in the course, a D, to be changed to an 
A and Onuska to be fired. 
Documents obtained by The 
t, Current show an excerpt from 
• Onuska's roster. Next to Long's r name is the handwritten word 
"black." 
Ryals said Onuska "denies the 
allegations that he wrote disparaging 
remarks on the roster ciruclated in 
the class." 
A grievance committee is current-
ly hearing the case. Long, who has 
insisted since she filed the grievance 
in April that Onuska and administra-
tors have intentionally delayed the 
process, said Feb. 24 that the hearings 
were in violation of University guide-
lines. 
'The CommIttee 
lets [Onuska's 
attorney] bad 
mouth me, call me a 
poor student and 
say that 1 cheat," 
Long said, referring 
to regulatory prohi-
bitions agamst 
attorneys' direct 
"I have not been pennitted to par-
ticipate more than the rules allow," 
Ryals said. "I certainly didn't yell at 
her or any witness. 1 asked mice to 
participate and was denied." 
Bob Fritchey, a student and chair-
man of the grievance committee, said 
"attorneys have been alowed to speak 
ill some 
instances. » 
involvement with 
grievance hearings. 
"They can't do 
that." Melinda Long 
"1 can alter or 
suspend the rules 
as I see fit, though 
I've not chosen to 
do that,» Fritchey 
said, referring to 
Section 6 of the 
collected rules that 
states the "chair-
person may, for 
good cause and 
with the concur-
Under the 
Collected Rules and Regulations 
390.010, section F.6b, "the advisor of 
the grievance or respondent may 
briefly e;'.'Plain his or her position but 
shall not be permitted to testify or 
cross examine." Long alleges Ryals 
has done both. 
"He has yelled at me, at the com-
mittee, at everybody," Long said. 
Ryals said he has not overstepped 
the provisions of the guidelines. 
renee of a majority of 
the entire committee, authorize devi-
ation from the suggested format." 
long said few of Onuska's 10 pro-
posed witnesses have testified, 
though the grievance hearing has 
continued through fWO different ses-
slons, lasting fWO and a half hours 
each: the firSt on Feb. 9, the second 
on Feb. 16. Long blames the delays 
on the tin1e "wasted" by Ryals when 
he hand writeS questions for Onuska 
to ask of witnesses. 
One of those witnesses, Jennifer 
MacKenzie, English lecturer, assisted 
Long ",-ith her papers for various 
classes in the Center for Academic 
Development's Writing Lab, where 
MacKenzie was a tutor at the time 
Long was taking Onuska's class. 
"Her (Long's) writing needed a 
lot of attention," MacKenzie said 
after her testimony. 
MacKenzie said Long's work in 
Onuska's class was consistent with 
work from other classes she had seen. 
But Long contends Onuska had it 
out for her, that her writing was given 
high marks by other professors and 
that Onuska was retaliating against 
her because of their differences on 
homosexuality in the assigned texts. 
"He didn't like it," Long said, 
referring to her vocal opposition. "It's 
odd that I can go to Wash. U and get 
very good grades, have been a parale-
gal for nine and half years, written 
opinions for 14 different judges and 
pass the SAT to enter college but sud-
denly I can't write." 
Long, who is seeking new legal 
counsel after firing her former attor-
ney, Doris Black, maintains that she 
will take her case to federal court as 
soon as the University proceedings 
are.complete. [J 
Page 3 
The Student Senate elections will be held on Wed. and 
Thurs. at the following locations: the University Center lobby 
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., third floor Lucas Hall from 5 
to 7 p.m. -and in Marillac Hall from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
and 5 to 7 p.m. 
Barnes College of Nursing will hold an open house for 
prospective nursing students Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at 
Seton Center on South Campus. Students are encouraged to 
bring unofficial transcripts or grade cards for preliminary 
evaluation by an advisor. Call 6066 for details. 
The College of Art s and Sciences is seeking nominations 
for its annual Lecturers' Award for Excellence in Teaching. 
The names of eligible lecturers and nomination forms are 
available in this issue of The Current. Deadline for submis-
sion to the dean's office is March 23. Call 5404 for more 
information. 
The Southwestern Bell TeleCommunity Center needs vol-
unteers to help teach approximately 40 free computer class-
es a month . Volunteers need a good working knowledge of 
Microsoft applications, good communications skills and a 
willingness to share knowledge. Call 679-1400 for details. 
Donna Ferrato, award-winning photojournalist, author of 
Living With the Enemy and founder of Domestic Abuse 
Awareness Inc. will present "When Love Hurts: A Visual 
Journey into Violence and Relationships" at 7 p.m. Thursday 
in the J.C . Penney Auditorium. Call 5291 for tickets or more 
information. 
Contact Mary Lindsley at 516-5174 to submit items for Newswire. 
GUN, from page 1 
According to reportS, Medley 
went to his car, took a gun out of 
the car and tucked the gun in his 
belt as campus police arrived to 
break up the initial argument. A 
police officer confiscated the gun, 
but no arrests were made at the 
time. 
N either MedIc' nor Childs 
could not be reached for comment. 
Gloria Schuh, director of auxil-
iary services ... said that Medley, an 
- ,. 
employee of Food Service 
Consultants, no longer works on 
campus. 
"He has been transferred," 
Schultz said. "It was mutual, some-
thing [the University and Food 
Service Consultants] both agreed 
on." 
Childs also has not worked on 
campus since the incident occurred, 
although Schultz could not con-
fi rm the status of his employment. 
Dave Phillips, president of 
Foo d Service Consultants, 
declined to comment on the mat-
ter. [J 
.. 
. 
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SUMMER SESSION, 1998 
NEW PRE·REGISTRATION DATE 
r-' 
\ 
All el igible undergraduate and graduate students may register for 
the Summer Session, 1998 
ON OR AFTER MARCH 23, 1998. 
IR., ... ,-+ CALL THE TRAIN (516-7000) 
il ... I' ..... II ..... USE STARUMSL 
11 ... ' ..... , ' .... COME IN PERSON 
(Room 230 Woods Hall) 
II"" u .... I"'" OR SEE YOUR ADVISOR 
Pre-Registration ·for the Fall Semester, 1998 has not changed. 
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,------------------ OUR OPINION -------------------, 
Failed predictions guarantee future cuts 
The Issue: 
For the past five 
years, student 
enrollment has 
fallen short of 
what adminis-
trators have 
predicted, caus-
ing 'realocation' 
of funds. 
We Suggest : 
Administrators 
must project 
enrollment acu-
rately so that 
budgets, 
instructors and 
academic pro-
grams will no 
longer get cut. 
So what do 
you think? 
Let us hear from 
you on this or 
any issue in a 
letter to the edi-
tor. 
n the best of all worlds, cuts like 
the ones handed down last month 
in the College of Nursing would 
never happen. Dedicated faculty would 
not be let go in order balance bottom 
lines; students would not be left in a cur-
ricular lurch. 
But more troubling still than the direct 
impact these most recent manifesta-
tions of budgetary woes will have on stu-
dents and the campus, is that the "non-
renewals" in nursing last month, the 
"budget reallocations" allover campus 
last year, the fear and trembling in the 
hearts of many an administrator and fac-
ulty member this year - all most likely 
could be or have been averted were it not 
for the repeatedly failed promises of over-
ly optimistic enrollment projections. 
Consider: for five straight years, acad-
emic units on campus have had some 
portion of their budget "reallocated" to 
make up for losses created by enroll-
ments that didn't meet the expected lev-
els. We don't pretend to understand the 
larger force, be it SOCiological, economic, 
cultural or a combination thereof, that 
may have originally been behind these 
vexing enrollment shifts. 
But however elusive the initial propel-
lant may be that put enrollments on the 
fritz, one thing's for sure: the cuts that 
were initially made to offset t hose first 
loses are contributing to a self-<.lefeating. 
in fact, cannibalizing process. 
It works something like this:: t here 
aren't enough students coming in the 
doors so we cut a few instructors and 
reduce a few offerings. And in the 
process we reduce the breadth and 
appeal of the University's offerings to 
--- GUEST CoMMENTARY--
Truly embarrassed 
AS· president of the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students for Change, I am 
painfully aware that homophobia (irra-
potential students, many opting to 
attend another school (a community col-
lege, we suspect) where they can get 
what they want. So we're back where we 
started: there aren't enough students 
coming in the doors and we recycle this 
process again, only this time, the cuts 
are a little peeper and the effects a little 
more serious. 
And whatever the original cause of 
the enrollment shifts, it has now been 
subverted by a very apparent, "unavoid-
able" we're told, reality of fiscal manage-
ment: budgets must keep pace with 
enrollments. Again, we're told that this is 
not administrators' fault. UM-St. Louis 
suffers from its low place on the system 
totem pole, which means fewer stable 
dollars from the legislature. 
But we wonder if, among other things, 
the chancellor's aggressive pursuit of 
"partnerships with the community" is 
not creating a false sense of security 
among system officials, state legislators 
and the "community" in general that UM-
St. Louis doesn 't need or derserve the 
state funds. It's got partners. 
If the fallacy inherent to this line of 
reasoning seems unmanageably para-
doxical, it can only be because it is. 
Witness the nine fac ulty let go in nursing. 
There are after all, very real human 
costs involved in "reallocations," "non-
renewals" and other snazzy evasive 
terms. Unless administ:rators from the 
chancellor down are ready to revisit the 
grossly inadecuate strategy currently 
employed to project budgets, we may 
find ourselves at a loss for words, at a 
time when there is nothing or no one left 
to reallocate, not renew or reassign. 0 
WELCoME . BAC.K EVERYONE!l! 
Would the real 
constitution please 
come forward? 
At the last Student Government . Association meeting, the 
assembly discovered it is not 
really sure which constitution it follows. 
Apparently, the constitution revised in 
July 1993 - the one by which the 
assembly assumed it was govemed -
was never approved by the chancellor. 
If this is true, then the previous con-
stitution, from 1988, has been erro-
neously archived as a relic of history 
while SGA fooled itself, and a lot of other 
people, into thinking the 1993 constitu-
tion was effective. 
Now the assembly faces tough ques-
tions about, among other things, the con-
stitutional validity of the comptroller's 
position. Oddly, the executive committee 
defended itself against allegations of pro-
cedural incompetence by invoking Its 
general administrative incompetence: 
we couldn't have broken the rules; we 
didn't know what they were. 
The first thing leaders of any organi-
zation should do is to identify its consti-
tution. If leaders are to provide effective 
direction and vision, they must know 
from the outset what guidelines they 
must follow. Given that SGA leadership, 
not just this year, but since 1993, hasn't 
even bothered to research the authentic-
ity of the one doc'ument that is the life 
force of any goveming body - its con-
stitution - it's no wonder SGA faces 
its current crisis of credibility. 
Hopefully the next SGA administra-
tion will spend some Ime over the 
summer bringing the constitution up to 
date, so that students can know that 
the assembly's actions on their behalf 
are not being unqermined by poor lead-
ership.O 
tional fear of homosexuals) is alive and well at UM-St. 
Louis. Because of that, I was not shocked to see blatant 
homophobia in a lener to the editor (''Managing edi-
tor's opinion proves he is 'embarrassment' to the 
University") in the February 23, 1998 edition of The 
Current. When I first read, '''The higher educational 
landscape is now littered with courses that are hard to 
take seriously (e.g. the proliferating courses on 'Queer 
History')," I was mildly annoyed at what I thought, at 
the time, to be a homophobic student using gays as the 
standard -whipping post once again. Imagine my dis-
may, shock and horror to find out that the author of 
-rIME /0 Buc..kLE DoWN AND ATTAc..Jr( ,HE' Rfsr of! 
1HIS 5 E ME51fR LI kf IT W AS oV~ (. WeATl"" lJ)VER 0", .... 
:rrRR,Y SPR.fN6ER.! -/JJ.ftrZTY-
this insulting comment was 
not a student at all, but 
instead, a full tenured profes-
sor at this University . . 
I found it appalling that 
....• this professor felt so 
maligned as to feel it neces-
YEA S sary to attack a student, Bill 
----------------
guest commentator Rolfes, in print calling him, 
"an embarrassment to the 
University." However, to compound that unprofes-
sionalism by using gays as a scapegoat for his obvious 
anger is completely inexorable. 
So why did Professor J. Martin Rochester single 
out "Queer History" as an example of a higher educa-
tional course that is hard to take seriously? Although 
"Queer History" is offered at some universities, UM-
St. Louis does not offer it. I seriously doubt that the 
majority of students reading The Current even realized 
when reading his statement that the course exists any-
where, making "Queer History" come across as nom-
ing more than derogatory. Professor Rochester' could 
have chosen a course out of the summer session 
schedule for 1998 such as "Economics of Professional 
Sports" or "Business Educs" as his example of courses 
that are hard to take seriously. 
But that might have offended athletes or future 
corporate leaders which is not nearly as socially accept-
able as offending gays and lesbians. Therefore, 
Professor Rochester singled out the one group :which 
can still be legally-discriminated against -- gays and les-
bians. 
see GUEST, page 8 
READER RESPONSE ----------
Nursing article seemed biased 
I would like to comment on Doug Harrison's 
front page article "Nursing Crisis Forces Cuts in 
Faculty." I found the anicle wholly informative and 
written with the authority of a journalist who has 
spent some time researching his assignment. The 
nursing issue is one that has broader implications for 
people's lives than many issues within the microcosm 
of a university. 
What bothered me about an otherwise informa-
tive piece was a sense of political 'side taking' that 
lurks within Hamson's report. This stems from the 
personal situations revealed by Harrison of two of 
the non-returning faculty. Other than the profes-
sional situation of Georgia Urban, Hamson does not 
mention any of the other faculty members that are to 
be released. Also, no mention was made if any of 
these faculty members had indeed sought re-employ-
ment with BJG What happens if these people lose 
their jobs is another article or story and can turn a 
report into an issue. 
Issues do not belong on the front page; news 
does. This writing technique seems to be prevalent 
even in this city'S professional newsreporting, be it 
television or print. In my opinion, Harrison (and for 
that matter The Current) could benefit from keeping 
this "coloring" away from their headline news. 
-Brian R. Jenkins 
Student calls for complete 
overhaul of SGA 
The Student Government Association Executive 
Committee has once again taken away students 
rights by not allowing the assembly to approve the 
members of the Student Activities Budget 
Committee. 
After operating under a 1993 constitution which 
was on file in the SGA and Student Activities -
Offices, SGA President Jim Avery is claiming that 
constitution is not valid. If that constitution is not 
valid, the office of comptroller does not exist because 
it did not appear in the previous constitution. 
Therefore, any previous comptroller held the posi-
tion illegally (and earning a stipend from the SGA 
budget) even though students have voted people into 
. that office. The position of comptroll;r is illegal even 
though the position's job description was approved 
by the Senate Student Affairs Committee since that 
job does not exist in the previous constitution. 
The comptroller can not be a meinber of the exec-
utive committee of the SGA since that postion does 
not exist under the constitiution that Avery clalms is 
valid. Therefore, Comprtroller Neal Lewis has no 
right to sit on the executive committee and make ' 
decisions on SABC members. Even though the con-
see LETTERS, page 8 
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The Knight the lights 
went out in London 
S· illy me. Here all along I thought the Royal Family -. would condemn the likes of Elton John and his 
shameless, though highly successful, scams to milk 
me Princess of Wales' death for every last note, both musical 
and monetary. 
-But it seems they're especially proud of his musical necrophil-
ia. So much so that the Queen herseli knighted the Rocketman 
last week. 
Knighthood for Elton? C'mon. Who's next? The drunk dri-
I 
. ver who killed Diana and her friend, not to mention himself? 
Shall we confer royal titles to the seven photographers who pur-
sued the infamous black Mercedes that August night? Or maybe 
we should just dig up Diana now, desecrate her corpse and 
accomplish in one fell swoop what has been mercilessly pro-
longed by this business of using her death for personal profit by i 
so many. 
Forgive me if I'm not all atwitter 
about Sir Elton's knighthood. The 
notion of "Sir" Elton sickens me about 
as much as OZ+ie Osborne drinking a 
bucket of his audience's spit on stage. 
Of course it's not a big secret that 
Elton and the Dianamania he's helped 
-whip up since her death irritates me to 
no end. A few months ago, I wrote 
that we seem to believe "it's okay for Elton and every other 
moneychanging junk peddler to cash iI1 on a car crash as long as 
'portions of the proceeds go to charity.'" 
The origin of that particular comment sprang from Sir 
Elton's tacky revision of his tribute to decadence warmed over 
for Diana's death and the announcement that tickets would go 
on sale that week for sail-bys of Diana's graveside. 
"Did Elvis teach us nothing," I asked. At the time, my 
response was "apparently not. U Looks as though I need to revise 
that. It appears both the Queen and Elton learned quite a lot 
from Elvis: mainly, that one shouldn't wait until one kills oneself 
from decadent living to receive the royal homage one covets. 
Ironically, Sir Elton has managed to acqcire, through some-
one else's tragic death, the legitimate (and I'm using that term 
very loosely) claim to royalty that attended "The King" only 
after his own senseless decent to drugs and death. 
Sir Elton may be shameless, but he's not stupid. 
The stupid ones are those sentimental lemmings who keep 
buying "Candle in the Wind 1997" (I understand that's the new 
official title) and every other tacky trapping of Dianamania that 
crops up. 
Sales of that atrocity (known by common Dianamaniacs as 
"England's Rose") have now topped $37 million while the num,-, 
ber of dumb suckers ha.~ soare9 to the unprecedented level o£ ItT 
almost everyone. 
For those people, Sir Elton's knighthood is probably if big 
deal. But to me, it speaks to John's character about as much as 
Rupert Murdoch's receiving Papal recognition speaks to the 
spirituality of the robber baron of international media. 
Dress up a crook and rrot him out in frOnt of a bunch of 
drooling royal (or holy) sycophants in some sort of ceremonial 
idiocy and you've got the stuff of great comedy. 
Thing is, didn't this all start from a tragedy? 0 
Lent made easy 
A sh Wednesday and Fridays during lent have become easier to handle for me in the past year. For people 
who aren't of the same religion as I, lent is the six and 
a half weeks of penance before Easter Sunday. 
~nt has a lot of spiritual significance for Catholics, but basically 
the rUles are we can't eat between meals on the.first day of lent, 
which is Ash Wednesday (me day after Fat Tuesday), or on Good 
Friday, the last day of Lent; and we can't eat meat on Ash 
Wednesday or any Friday during lent. 
To get back to the point I was making, Lent has been easy for 
) , 
me since I gave up eating meat, permanently, almost two years ago. 
While many Catholics suffer because they have to eat fish or a I 
' J completely flesh-less meal on selected days during Lent, I'm used .~ 
to it. 
So far this has been the first positive social aspect of not eating 
meat since I have "turned" vegetarian. . 
Usually I get weird looks from carni-
vores, and they ask me how I can go 
without eating meat or if I ever crave a 
thick, juicy burger. Well, I'm not forcing 
myself to be a vegetarian - I JUSt don't 
feel like eating meat -- so, no I don't ..... ..: . 
break out into cold sWeats or start halluci- • B ILL R 0 L F E S 
naring as a result of depriving myself of managing editor 
meat. 
I 
Many vegans would call me 'a sell-out, not a ttue vegetarian, 
because I'm a lacto-ovo vegetarian (I'll consume ~ggs and dairy 
prooucts), Vegans don't even eat honey or wear animal products 
like leather or wool. I think mat would be difficult to find dress J 
shoes and belts that aren't leamer but still look nice. 
What is difficult enough for even us impure vegetarians is going 
out for a meal, because most restaurants don't serve many vegetari~ 
anal entrees. Whenever my girlfriend and I go out to dinner, she . , 
ways makes me chose the restaurant, because I'm "the picky 
one." 
I guess being picky pays off around this time of the year. 
Although, I do feel a bit guilty, because abstaining from meat is no 
longer a penance for me. I probably should find some other way to 
make up for it. 
I think the rule of not eating meat during certain days of Lent f 
has more of a symbolic significance than simply sparing the lives of 
a bunch of animals. The whole idea is abstaining from something 
we use regularly. 
One priest explained it this was: A rich guy gives up his usual . 
Friday Steak dinner and eats lobster instead, since Catholics don't } 
consider sea food to be meat. This isn't an acceptable penance 
because lobster is a delicacy -' an .indulgence. 
Maybe for my Friday penance I'll chow down on a six pack of 
White Castles. I'm sure my digestive tract will be doing some seri-
ous penance me next morning. Q 
\ March 9, 1998 
column 
P overty sucks. I am cer-tainly not the first to 
make that observation, 
but in fact, poverty never really 
bothered me untJ recently-especial-
ly if it was someone else's poverty. 
Hey, I'm not our to save the world, 
\ jubSt my financial Standing. And untJ 
a out a year ago, I wasn't even 
interested in that. 
I knew at a very young age that 
my earning potential was practically 
nonexistent. I used to compare it to 
a mathematical term that I've since 
forgotten completely-the phenome-
. non in which a line approaches zero, 
\. but never actually touches it. (I 
think that's a mathematical phe-
nomenon. r spent most of my math 
classes in the smoking lounge, but 
the concept is the same. I earn close 
to nothing, but never actually have 
no income, so I'm never eligible for 
state aid or anything.) 
Obviously, I need a new line of 
\ work. I don'~ remember what my 
career goals were when I graduated , 
from Washington University, 
although I'm sure I had a couple. 
The only remaining goal is that I get 
a job that has a yearly salary that's 
equivalent to one year's tuition at 
Wash. U. To do that, though, I 
, ~ could work in a warehouse or as an 
, Aldi cashier and earn more than at 
my current job, which requires a 
bachelor's degree. 
Of course, I am not the first to 
have low income afrer graduating 
from college. When I lived in New 
Mexico, aU of my friends were in 
gradoote scho(')l or just fInished and 
we used to gather together and 
lament our impoverished fates, 
compare creative recipes for Ramen 
Noodles (7 for $1 at the local 
Albenson's) and grocery-shop at a 
gas station food mart (because 
someone's parents stJllet their kid 
use the charge card) . 
At one such piss-and-moan ses-
, sion, we began reminiscing about 
how poor we had been in the past 
(erroneously believing that the 
worst was behind us). One guy 
regaled us with tales about living on 
water and cornflakes for a year 
whae saving to build his house. He 
l had no right to bitch-at least he had 
\, runrung water. 
r Later this session, we all decided 
that we were hungry, but of course 
no one had any money. We headed 
over to the dorms, hoping to pass as 
dorm-dwellers and sneak through 
the cafeteria line. Our efforts met 
\ with crushing failure, primarily 
because we couldn't find the resi-
dential dining area. (This was not 
unusual, coming as it did from peo-
ple who couldn't find their own 
departmental office, even after they 
had been in graduate school for 
nearly a decade.) 
Depressed and desperate after 
\ our botched attempt at con-artistry, 
we decided to skulk Out through the 
basement of the dorms. 
It was in the basement of the 
dorms that we found our salvation-
two 32-pound tins from the nearby 
air force base. These tins-chock fuU 
tof "carbohydrate suppleme~ts"­
"were from 1963, but that did not 
deter us from hooting and hoUering 
like we were early hunters who had 
just brought down a moose for the 
tribe. 
Of course, we weren't quite as 
loud once we found out what was in 
{hese tins. \VIe discovered we were 
the proud owners of 64 pounds of 
what can only be described as 
"grandmother candy." You know, 1 red and yellow hard candy that fuses 
into the shape of the candy dish, 
and you can't pick up just one piece 
without an ice-pick nearby. 
I'd like to think that we had 
\ ome standards, but apparently not. 
By the t~e the semester was over, 
all the candy was gone. But what 
can you expect from people who 
will gladly charge Moon Pies at the 
~ocal gas station for dinner? 0 
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More than A-B-C and 1-2-3 
University prof explores ways to. improve learning 
BY BECKY RICKARD 
staff writer 
The growing concern in the media regarding the failures of 
the St. Louis Public School system is becoming a hot topic of 
conversation, one that Matthew Keefer is hoping to change. 
Keefer, a behavioral studies professor at UM-St. Louis, works 
closely with the teaching staff at Compton-Drew Investigative 
--"--
tudents] have 
ownership of 
learning because 
they raise ques-
tions toward the 
dilemma or 'the 
big idea." 
-M atthew Keefer 
---'i ---
Learning Center Middle 
School, a magnet school 
located near the St. Louis 
Science Center. 
Keefer received a grant in 
1996 from the James S. 
McDonnell Foundation, a 
highly recognized research 
institution furthering cog-
nitive studies in the educa-
tional setting, that allows 
him to teach the "Schools 
for Thought" curriculum 
program.. 
"Schools for Thought" is 
If you were president t what 
would be your first 
executive order? 
"National Healthcare" 
-Terry Fauchied 
senior/education 
"Legalize drugs." 
an inquiry-based 
method of education 
where students follow a 
process of problem res-
olution. 
"The teacher isn't the 
sage on the stage but 
rather the guide on the 
side,» Keefer mused. 
of the general topic. 
"It allows Stu-
dems w see each 
other as collabora-
tors," Keefer added. 
The last step is 
the final product 
produced by the 
students, or conse-
quential task. This 
step is considered 
the "hands-on or 
active" part of the 
process that pro-
duces a final result. 
'The process is 
integrated. The 
common theme 
The process by which 
student solve problems 
in the "Schools for 
Thought" curriculum is 
based on three steps. 
First a student must be 
presented with informa-
tion that creates a dilem-
ma, thus giving the stu-
dents reason to inquire 
for further information. 
In the dilemma phase of 
the curriculum, deep 
Matthew Keefer outside the Compton-Drew Learning Center Middle 
School where he conducts his research and work. 
that carries it out is 
interdependence," 
Keefer said. 
principles or "big ideas" are promoted as the basis for the 
rnqUlry. 
"[Students] have ownership of 1e..1ming because 
they raise questions wward the dilemma or ' the big 
idea'," Keefer said. 
The second step is w research the problem. By 
researching the general wpic pertaining w the prob-
lem, the teacher enables students w become "experts" 
on the information. Students are usually grouped inw 
"ports," or smaller groups, that develop certain aspectS 
Safety First 
Compt o n-
Drew has a distinct "partnership" with the learning facilities at 
the St. Louis Science Center that encourages educational field 
trips. Although ComptOn-Drew is the only public school in [he 
St. Louis area entirely devoted to the "Schools for Thought" 
technique, Keefer believes mher schools will soon follow this 
model. 
'The world is our classroom. Teachers are encouraged to use 
outside expertise, like exhibits and trips to the Science Center," 
Keefer said. "We are trying to have the studentS e;o..'Perience th e 
subject as it is experienced by the sciemist." 0 
-Patrick Aaron Grove 
junior/comm, and psychology 
Erin Stremmel/The Current 
Promoters offer information on Safe Sring Break, just like the sign says, in the U Center 
"Hire a group of interns." 
-Jim Avery 
junior/comm. and political science 
"Make education free for every-
one." 
"Disband the military." 
-Tanya Webber 
third year/sociology 
-Ken Winfrey 
senior/ psychology 
"Get rid of Kenneth Starr." 
-Steve Rulon 
senior/general studies 
You read The Current and we'd like to tJumk you 
•• e 8 •••••••••••. • 
The Current's own features editor will be in the 
Quad next week with FREE movie passes. Find 
her and the passes are yours. Next week's 
movie will be My Little Giant. Tickets are cour-
tesy of TCI Cable and its new half-hour enter-
tainment show, EQ, hosted by FM 101.1 the ' 
River's Ken Williams and Dave Doerre , on TCI 
channel 3 and Charter Cable channel 8. 
lobby the week before students left for a respite from classes. . 
~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
Jazz it up a little, or a lot 
Renown musician kicks off Jazz Festival with special presentation 
BY A PI. Y LOMBARDO 
--_................. .=-=~----------
staff writer 
"I'm very happy to say the that, even though I 
worked w:ith these musicians very hard, they dicl come 
through in a pinch," Chancier said. 
The walls of the J.c. Penney Auditorium were The list of Chancier's impressive credentials as a 
vibrating to the rhythms of jazz and Cuban music on drummer and percussionist is a long one. He has con-
Feb. 27. That Friday night marked the beginning of tributed to the work of artists such as Miles Davis, 
the Jazz Festival Concert hosted by UM-St. Louis, in George Duke, MichaeIJackson, Frank Sinatra, Marvin 
celebration of African-American History Month. The Gaye, Santana, Lionel Richie, Kenny Rogers, Quincy 
festival included selections from and " Jones, Thelonius Monk, the 
performances by special guest, Leon Crusaders, James Ingram, Joe Cocker 
"Nduju" Chancier. ThiS is the end and more. . 
"This is the end of Black History of Black History "One thing ab out me, I don't just 
Month," Chancier said. "I'd like to say Month. I'd like to play drums, I don't just write music," 
that every month is Black History Chancier said. "I do what my heart 
Month." say that every desires." . 
The Central Visual and Performing month is Black Chancler realizes that obstacles 
Arts High School Jazz Ensemble History Month. may lie in the path of a person pursu-
opened the evening's performances ing their dreams. 
with selections from Carl Strommen, "I was very fortunate," Chancler 
Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie. They -Leon "Nduju" ChanCier said. "All my life, all I had to do was 
were followed by pieces from Reggie jazz musician play music, because that's what I 
Thomas, Sammy Nestico, and Jeff wanted to do." 
Jarvis, performed by the Chaminade " As a successful African-American 
College Prep Jazz Band. There were young soloists performer, Chancier is a role model 
featured during the performances from both schools. to young musicians striving to make it big someday. 
Dizzy Gillespie'S music popped up again later in He is sometimes asked for advice because of his influ-
the evening, in a selection by the UM-St. Louis Afro- ence. 
Cuban Ensemble. The group also did a number by Joe "Every time you perform, you must always do your 
Henderson. best," Chancler said, "because you never know who's 
The night came to a close with the UM-St. Louis watching." 
Jazz Ensemble, who did a George Duke piece, and two On Saturday, the festival continued with 
numbers written by the show's guest of honor, Nduju Chaminade College Prep School, Central High School 
Chancier. The selections were introduced to the for the Performing Arts and the UM-St. Louis Afro-
ensemble members only a short time before the per- Cuban Ensemble appearing in the morning. In the 
formance. Marvin Sparks, Jr. is the director of the stu- afternoon hours, ' Chancier gave a Drum 
dents and a personal friend of Chancler. They worked Set/Percussion Clinic. 
together in preparing for the festival. One of . the Up-coming events for music lovers include the 
pieces was so difficult that Chancler admits that very UM-St. Louis Percussion Ensemble performing on 
few musicians can play it. It involves a diverse mix- March 18, and the UM-St. Louis Jazz Ensemble on 
tures of instruments and musical genres. April 21. 0 
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The 
that wasn't 
Krippendorrs Tribe 
Rated: PG-13 
Running Time: 94 minutes 
Now Playing 
~ (0.' offo",) 
At first glance, Knppendorf's Tribe seems like a 
hilarious comedy; it isn't. This movie is almost as 
far fetched as one can find. 
It starts off with a brief history of the 
Krippendotfs. Right after this point, it becomes a 
fantasy. Jennifer Krippendorf (Barbara Williams) 
dies unexplainedly and leaves James Krippendotf 
(Richard Dreyfuss) a single-father raising his 
three children. He is a terrible father wallO\ving in 
the misery of losing his wife rather than raising his 
children. JUSt when you begin hoping that the 
social service people will step in and take away the 
children and place them in foster care, it gets 
worse. A young, ambitious anthropologist, 
Veronica MiceUi Genna Elfman), who was in love 
Movie Review 
Jenna Elfam, left, and Richard Dreyfuss, center star in the movie Krippendorf's Tribe. 
with Krippendorf since she took one of his class-
es steps in and pushes Krippendorf to speak about 
the new tribe he discovered in New Guinea. The 
catch is he didn't find any new tribe. Krippendorf 
begins mallli"1g sp~eches about a fictitious tribe. 
He uses his family as an example. When he is 
asked if he had film of this new tribe, Micdli pro-
claimed she had seen it and it ",·ill blow you away. 
Of course, there was no film. Krippendorf 
changes hi s backyard into a New Guinea tribal vil-
lage and uses his family and clips of other tribes to 
create this non-existent tribe. This is all illegal and 
Krippendotf continually runs the risk of losing his 
job and his kids. At this point, the movie is so far 
our of control that there can be no help. It spirals 
downward fanher and farther. With each scene, it 
becomes more unbelievable. 
This film is supposed to be light-hearted and 
humorous, but the seriousness of the \~ola(ions in 
academia prohibit enjoyment. 
-Matthew Regensburger 
March 9, 1998 J 
------- Website Review -------
Concert info is 
a click away 
www.stl-muslc.com 
St. louis Concert Web 
For those into local music and 
supporting local music, The St. 
Louis Concert \V'eb is for you. 
This site offers the user such 
options as li~ks to local bands' 
homepages and links to concert 
venues. It is definitely a plus for 
those who love local music. 
The larges t section of this 
page consists of USts of local 
bands who have hbmepages. It 
prO'\~des links to these pages as 
well. It even has links for bands 
that are defunct, but still have 
pages on the internet. 
This is definitely a handy tool. 
when looking up information on 
local bands. Most of these home-
pages have detailed accounts of a 
bands' discography, history and 
the latest events . 
The listing even includes large 
artists such as Graviry Kill s, The 
Urge and Stir. 
This page also has listings for 
concert venues, production com-
panies and labels - large and 
small. It provides links for these 
places as well, if they have inter-
net sites. This is a great location 
to visit for budding artists who 
are looking for small indepen-
dent labels. 
Perhaps the most useful page 
on this si te is the listing of 
upcoming concerts. Not only are· 
there listings for local artists but 
also national acts that will be 
passing through the area. 
These listings give a brief 
description of the type of music 
the band plays and provides 
access to the band's home site. 
The St. Louis Concert Web also 
has reviews of these bands. 
With all of these features 
available at your fingertips, it is a 
most useful tool when looking 
for concerts. 
-Matthe'"<£' Regensburger 
--------------------------------------------------TheaterReview--------------------------------------------------
Skylight tackles tough human issues, delivers solid acting 
Skylight 
Written by David Hare 
Directed by Steven Woolf 
The Repertory Theater 
Feb. 13, 1998 
the emotional momentum of the piece. 
On Feb. 13, I had the opportunity to see 
the opening night production of The 
Repertory Theatre of St. Louis' new produc-
tion, Skylight, by David Hare . I am pleased 
that I did not miss this performance. 
(Katherine Leask). At the beginning of the 
play, they have not seen each other for three 
years. Their love-affair ended suddenly when 
Tom's wife discovered his affair with her best 
friend Kyra. Three years later, Tom's son 
Edward (Matthew Millar), precipita tes their 
reunion when he seeks Kyra out after a terri-
ble fight with his father. The reunion, which 
would normally have been uncomfortable, is 
made all the ·more so by the death of Tom's 
wife the previous year. 
For the most part, the acting is enjoyable 
to watch. However, with some of the more 
firer momentS, Elliot seems to waver on the 
line between fierce method acting and an 
epileptic fit; sp ewing forth saliva with 
Vesuvius-like intensity. Leask is a joy to 
watch and is a technically proficient actor. 
Millar, altho ugh not seen very much, is also 
good.· . 
All in all, I recommend this play, and at $5 
a ticket with student ID ($19 without) , it is 
worth the money. Performances run until 
March 13 . For ticket information, call The 
R epertory Box Office at: 968-4925. 
Hare has previously been known for his 
plays regarding England's social and political 
climat e, however, he leaves most of this 
behind to focus on the relationship between 
two previously estranged lovers, Tom 
Sargeant (Robert Elliot) and Kyra Hollis 
The play deals with some very hard, human 
issues such as guilt , selfishness and sorrow, 
which are understandably difficult to watch. 
Surprisingly, Hare, aoes an excellent job of 
giving this play a lighter side. He balances the 
heavier m oments of the pla'y WIthout losing 
r.~~~~~~~~~~~;'1 r------------~_~----.------~-----------, Coupon ... . ... .. Good Never Fear 
will return next 
week 
& ART HISTORY 
COMMUNICATION 
McMillion, Clark 
Phipps, Steven 
Savan, Sidney 
RIMINOLOGY & 
RIMINAL JUSTICE 
Maher, Timothy 
Malloyd, Norman 
Phillips, Margaret 
ECONOMICS 
Allision, Michael 
Phares, Kathleen 
Suiter, Mary 
good till only at 
3/15/98 this 
location 
Under New Management 
1:rl N. Oaks Plaza /)qf"l~e Cqte 
Intersection at . les ~ r fOr 
Lucas HuntlNaturai Bridge events!:eCiq/ 
Open Seven ~~~ ~~. - Midnight 
r----------, ,--------------------, r-------------, 
: $1 off any: : Free 160z. Drink: : $.50 off any: 
: Footlong : : with any purchase: : 6 inch : L __________ J L ____________________ J L ____________ ~l 
Coupon good only for one of tfle tflree discounts listed above. L ____________________________________ J· 
ENGLISH 
Burns, Barbara 
Gleason, Nancy 
Grant, Susan 
Gurley, Judy 
Kick, Linda . 
Klein, William 
Linville, Judith 
MacKenzie, Jennifer 
Martin, Terence 
Mayhan, William 
McKelvie, Scott 
Mueller, Susan 
Peters, Lyman 
Rota, C. David 
Troy, Mary 
VanVoorden, Barbara 
Weber, Harry 
Bergoudian, Rita 
Blank, Anne-Sophie 
Caeiro, Martha 
Cays, Donna 
Harris, Sandra 
Hoff, Geramie 
Walter, Susana 
MATHEMATICS & 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Antognoli, John 
Gustafson, Marlene 
McKenzie, Mary 
Nugent, Mark 
Peterman, Shahla 
Raw, Gillian 
Schneider, Paul 
Siegel, Cynthia 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES & PHILOSOPHY 
LITERATURES Griesedieck, David 
Baek, Judy 
SOCIAL WORK 
Rosenthal, Patricia 
Sporieder, Beverly 
SOCIOLOGY 
Keel, Robert 
I wish to nominate: _______ ~ ___ _ 
Faculty member or current enrolled 
name: 
number: _____________ _ 
-Stephen Willis Kather,lne Leask and Robert Elliot in Skylight. 
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~~~~~~~orts Ken Dunk in, sports editor phone: 871-2192 fax: 516-6811 e-mail : kdunkin@rocketmail.com 
IN 
.......... _ ....................................... _ .. 
sports editor \ 
The women's basketball program has no reason 
to hang its head. In the 
past the programs suffered 
through year after year of below 
average play and just plain poor 
effort. Within one year the pro-
gram has turned around and the 
future is looking a lot brighter 
for the Riverwomen basketball 
team. 
So the team may not have 
made the conference tournament. 
No big deal, the over .500 . 
records speaks for itself. They 
still made one of the biggest turn 
around in school history. They 
had been a team who struggled 
to compete against middle of the 
road MIAA schools in the past. 
This season they may not have 
beaten the best the new confer-
ence had to offer, but they did 
compete. 
That alone is a great accom-
plishment for the team. First 
year coach Shelly Ethridge had 
picked up the down-trodden pro-
gram and has given it a new iden-
tity . For the most part every 
game this season was well played 
and each player gave a solid 
effort. That can't be said for past 
seasons. 
For starters this year's team 
had an entire squad. This year 
they had too many players. In 
the past there had been games 
where they struggled to field an 
entire roster. To have seven play-
ers on the team was the norm. 
, This year all the jerseys were 
used and the playing time was 
earned not given as the result of 
a lack of players. 
The team had its troubles. 
Annette Brandy suffered through 
injury after injury. The team had 
first year mistakes.-They had a 
bad slide, towards the end of the 
.. conferen~e season. 
The problems weren't that bad 
tough. Brandy still managed to 
play, most of the time dominat-
ing scoring. The mistakes were 
by far not as numerous and plen-
tiful as in previous seasons and 
If, the conference slide still left 
them with a much improved con-
ference record. 
It was like night and day. 
Ethridge and her assistants Carl 
Clayton and Majenica Rupe 
should be commended as should 
\ the, players. This year was quite a 
tum-around season. 
The bad part about this season 
is the team has decided to let twO 
pl,qers go . This for me is a huge 
let down. I never like to see any-
one leave a program under bad 
terms. 
Missy England and Jamie 
Dressler were told they were not 
in the team's plans for next year. 
As a result they will not be on 
the basketball team next year. 
This is the worst part about 
athletics . I hate this side of the 
sporting world. These two 
women came to the program 
, before last season in hopes of 
helping Jim Coen turn his down-
trodden program around. Now 
they are no longer playing. Their 
hare! work and effort will be 
missed. 
Next season will be interest-
\I lng. The team improved by leaps 
and bounds this season. Can they 
do the same next year? Using 
this year as a ruler I think they 
can. 0 
Ken Dunkin's column appears 
every other week. Contact 
': him by voicemail at 871-2192, 
fax at 51&-6811, e-mail at 
kdunkin@rocketmail.com or 
mail at 7940 Natural Bridge 
R'd., St. LouiS, MO 6312'1 
Rivermen's season ends w·t loss 
Turnovers and few free throws in final game are trend fonn men's team 
BY JOE HARRIS 
staff writer 
After a season that gave new defini-
tion to the word disappointing, the 
Rivermen basketball team looks to 
rebound with a successful year in the 
1998-99 season. 
The Rivermen ended this season 
with a 98-85 loss to SIU-Edward~vil1e at 
home. The loss dropped UM-St. Louis 
to 6-20 overall and 2-16 in Great Lakes 
Valley Conference play. 
Turnovers and the lack of free 
throws once again plagued the 
Rivermen as they have all year. 
Edwardsville also jumped out of the 
gate quickly amassing a 42-24 lead at 
half time_ 
One of the bright spots for UM-St. 
Louis continues to be the play of two 
freshman guards, Kyle Bixler and Greg 
. Ross. Ross led the team with 21 points 
while Bixler chipped in another 18. 
"If he [Ross] makes the same com-
mitment on the defensive end as he does 
on the offensive end Qext year, I think 
Greg can be one of the best point guards 
in the league," said head coach Rich 
Meckfessel. "Bixler's shot the ball well 
for us . .. I think with those two our 
back court is good enough to compete 
with anyone in the league." 
Despite the turnover problems - the 
Rivermen have averaged around 20 
turnovers a game this season - and the 
UM-St. Louis PT FG 3FG FT REB 
Mike Harris 324 139-294 12-45 34-69 175 
Jason Logsdon 295 108-235 8-32 71-85 139 
Jeremiah Foots 279 104-244 44-114 27-36 119 
Kyle Bixler 275 91-230 57-151 36-44 83 
i I Greg Ross 260 100-241 20-63 40-58 115 
! Terrell Alexander 147 55-98 1-2 36-61 105 
1 Eric Stiegman 62 23-78 8-28 8-15 72 
i Josh Wolf 44 18-59 6-25 2-4 41 
! Ryan Meyers 42 13-36 4-12 12-17 37 
! Jason Frillman 39 9-30 6-24 15-18 18 
t Stein Rotegaard 15 4-13 3-10 4-4 1 
i Bret Cariveau 0 0-1 0-1 0-0 1 
I ~~~: ....... . i782 . 722-i660 '16~507' '285-4ii ' 10~; 
! 
ST 
28 
21 
19 
19 
22 
11 
9 
7 
11 
5 
2 
o 
154 
small forward 
and at the post 
position," 
Meckfessel said. 
Help can come 
from either the 
junior college 
route or from 
bringing in a four 
year transfer. 
Strength at 
the post could 
help the free 
throw problem. 
Holding OntO 
leads also helps. 
lack of free throw attempts, a category 
the Rivermen are dead last in within the 
GL VC, Meckfessel remains optimistic, 
Jason Frillman's return from injury 
next year gives them depth at guard and 
Gene Stewart who was red shirted this 
year gives them a force at power for-
ward. 
"When you're winning at the end of 
a game, that's when you get a lot of your 
free throws because you're shooting to "11111111111111 keep the lead," Meckfessel said. At 6-20, 
the Rivermen weren't leading very 
much. "We need to get players more 
aware of the importance of getting to 
the free throw line." 
"Gene [Stew~rt], had he played this 
year would have been a starter," 
Meckfessel said. 
With the season over, coach 
Meckfessel is now turning his attentions 
to evaluating the team's performance 
trus year and on recruiting for next year. 
The team has two scholarships available, 
but Meckfessel said they could be 
spread out so that as many as four peo-
ple could be brought in for next year. 
"We need to improve ourselves at the 
Meckfessel wants to see improve-
ment in four areas next year. They 
include a reduction in turnovers, getting 
to the free throw line more consistently, 
having a better shooting percentage and 
playing more aggressively on defense. 
According to Meckfessel, it all startS 
with the defense. "When you play 
aggressive defense you get more steals. 
When you get more steals you get more 
lay-ups. The more lay-ups the better 
yo~r shooting percentage will be." 0 
File photo 
Rivermen guard Kyle Bixler, in white, fe.els the 
brunt of a collision with a Southern Indiana player 
earlier th is season. The men's team finished its 
season Feb. 21 , with a record of 6-20, overall, and 
2-16 in conference. 
Riverwomen fall short of conference tournament 
Women's team doesn 't advance to post-season play, but Ethridge pleased with turn around of sub-.500 program 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY competition. 
........................ ... -..... , ..... , ...... -......................... ................. .............. . 
Compared to last year's team, this team 
has done the exact opposite_ staff w riter Junior forward 
Although the women's basketball team 
did not get into the GLVC tournament 
this season, . the team has made dramatic 
With Coach Shelly Ethridge in charge 
and instilling in the team a sense of confi-
dence and dedication, the women were 
able to have a successful season. 
Annette Brandy aver-
aged nearly 20 poims 
a game while averag-
ing 6 rebounds. 
Melanie Marcy aver-
aged 15 points and 9 
UM-St. Louis 
Annette Brandy 
Melanie Marcy 
Undsay Brefeld 
PT 
506 
381 
251 
FG 
203-444 
153-336 
78-228 
54-137 
3FG 
13-53 
9-28 
50-140 
23-71 
FT 
87·126 
6(;-107 
45-57 
24-38 
REB 
1 55 
232 
54 
64 
ST 
44 
38 
12 
43 
51 
21 
16 
15 
strides trus past year. _ Chariee Dixon 155 
The Riverwomen finished ",rith a final 
record 14-12 and 7-11 in the GLVC. 
The team went from sub .500, to a team 
that was feared by·opponents. 
"During the beginning of the season, rebounds a game 
while, teaming '\l,,jth 
Brandy to become a 
powerful force . 
Beth Ragsdale 143 47-119 27-60 22-34 44 
Krystal Logan 134 48-103 0-1 38-66 157 
teams were sur-
prised by us, but 
as the season 
went along, they 
had our num-
ber," Ethridge 
said. 
The team 
The team strug-
gled at some points 
during the season as 
their offense lagged 
and their defense was 
. . 
not as tenacIOus as It 
could have been, but 
Jane Ackerman 88 31-83 14-45 12-18 23 
Sarah Carrier 80 31-91 2-14 16-35 80 
Angela Stewart 70 24-72 3-26 19-26 56 
Jamie Dressler 52 16-33 0-1 20-26 46 
Donna Simon 41 17·37 3-6 4-13 15 
Missy England 33 8-23 5-14 12-13 7 
Sarah Lawrence 27 11-31 2-5 3-7 16 
Liz Kraeger 10 3-11 0-0 4-9 13 
Deni se Simon 10 4-8 0-0 2-3 19 
Team .... . ........ , ..... .. . .. . . . . , . .. ..... 90 
Totals 1981 728-1756· 151-464 374-578 1071 
9 
5 
14 
3 
7 
1 
1 
280 
these Riverwomen should be proud of 
themselves_ They have taken the next step 
in becoming a dominating force in the 
GLVC. Coach Ethridge should be proud 
of the many things that her team has 
accomplished. 
Ethridge had nothing bur praise for her 
team. 
"I am extremely proud of the girls," 
Ethridge said. "They have really turned 
this program around." 
Dan/el Hazelton! The Currenl 
The Riverwomen basketball team defends Its basket against 
GlVC opponent Indianapolis in January. 
ended its season 
with a five game 
losing streak, but 
the team was in 
contention for a 
playoff berth the 
entire time. They 
never gave up 
even as the final 
games became 
tougher because 
of the level of 
Going from a preseason ranking of sec-
ond to the last in the GLVC to a co mender 
is quite remarkable. Although they came 
one game short of making the tournament, 
Through the dedication and persistence 
that C oach Ethridge and her team has 
shown, they have proven to themselves 
and to the critics that they are a legitimate 
contender in the GL vc. 0 
Tennis team focusing on conference wins, coach says 
. BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
staff writer 
The men's tennis team has begun 
their season already and have high 
expectations for this year' s team. 
Although the team is comprised of 
only two seniors and six sophomores, 
the lack of experience on the team ",-ill 
not be a problem. 
The Rivermen played against 
Washington University in the first 
exhibition match of the season. The 
men lost this dual match 8-1, but coach 
Rick Gyllenborg took this loss lightly. 
"Both teams are going to Hilton 
Head and we needed a match before we 
left," Gyllenborg said. ''We wanted to 
see where our guys were." 
Currently, the number one singles 
player on the team is senior Stein 
Rotegaard who is followed by sopho-
mores Scott Goodyear, Townsend 
Morris, David Crowell and senior Brad 
Timon. The rest of the team is com-
pris;d of sophomores Andy Kuhn, 
Wendell Haug and Andy Forinash. 
The team is corning off of a 13-12 
season and a fourth place finish in the 
GLVC with a record of 7-3. Although 
----" - --
gear these guys 
t owards conference 
matches. I am not inter-
ested in our overall 
record, but I do care 
whatourre~ordisinthe 
conference. 
-Rick Gyllenborg 
men's tennis coach 
----------- ,,---------
their record is not all that impressive 
on paper, Gyllenborg believes that the 
only matches that count are those in 
conference play. 
"I gear these guys towards confer-
ence matches," Gyllenborg said. "I am 
not interested in our overall record, but 
r do care what our record is in the con-
ference ." 
The team traveled to Hilton Head 
over spring break and faced tough 
competition. 
The team played Grand Valley State 
from Michigan, Lake Superior State, 
Philadelphia College of Textiles and 
Science, and Technical College of Low 
Country which is one of the top ten 
junior colleges in the nation. 
With schools corning here to play 
from all over the country, the level and 
caliber of teams could overwhelm any-
one. But Gyllenborg he views it as a 
. learning experience. 
"I am going to let all eight players 
play in the four matches that we have," 
Gyllenborg said. "The players are being 
evaluated on how they play. These first ' 
six preseason matches are an evaluation 
as to who will be in the lineup." 
The tennis team starts conference 
play on March 21 against Southern 
Indiana and later that day plays 
Kentucky-Wesleyan_ 
Although UM-St. Louis is still in a 
rebuilding mode from three years ago, 
GyUenborg has confidence that his 
team will fare well in the GLVC. 
"We are hoping to be in the top 
four," GyUenborg said. "'lYle will be dis-
appointed if we do not make the con-
ference championships in 
Indianapolis_" 0 
Date Opponent Time 
Feb. 21 Washington U. 6 p.m . 
Mar. 2 Grand Valley St. noon 
Mar. 3 Lake Superior St. noon 
Mar. 4 Philadelphia T&S 8 a.m . 
Mar. 5 College of the Low C. noon 
Mar. 12 Missouri-Roll a 3:30 p.m. 
Mar. 21 Southern Indlana* 9 a.m. 
Mar. 21 Kentucky Wesleyan* 2 p.m. 
Mar. 2 5 SIU Edwardsville* 3 p,m. 
Mar. 28 Lewis* noon 
Mar. 29 St. Joseph's* 9 a.m. 
Apr. 1 Washingtgn U. 3:30 p.m. 
Apr. 3 Principia 4 p.m. 
Apt. 4 IndlamlPQ!!s* Sa.m. 
Apr. 4 IPFW'" 3 p.m. 
Apr. 6 r II i nois·Springfield 3 p.m. 
Apr. 7 MCkendree 3 p.m. 
Apr. 8 Quincy* 3 :30 p_m. 
Apr_ 10 Bellarmine* 4 p.m. (EST) 
Apr. 11 Northern Kentucky* TBA 
Apr. 14 Mlssouri"Rolia 4:30 p.m. 
Apr. 1&-18 GLVC Tourney TBA 
Home games in bold 
* GLVC Conference Matches 
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GUEST, from page4 
Why do find Professor 
Rochester's letter so infuriating? Some 
of you might be thinking I am blowing 
a harmless comment out of propor-
tion, but this is merely a symptom of a 
much larger problem involving igno-
rance . and homophobia. The lack of 
positive role models and the presence 
of blatant discrimination in homes and 
schools drive young lesbians and gay 
men to commit suicide at twice the rate 
of heterosexual youth. Professor 
Rochester's off-handed comment per-
petuates the problem and shoves UM-
St. Louis students forcefully back into 
the closet at a time in sexual identity 
development when support is most 
necessary. 
So, to Professor Rochester I say, 
yes, academia has failed us. It has failed 
to include us therefore we have had to 
seek our inclusion in courses such as 
"Queer History." 
Professor Rochester owes a person-
CRASH, from page 1 
barriers now in place at the [South 
Campus] station been in place at the 
rime of the accident, the collision with 
the pedestrians would not have 
occurred." 
With the saw-toothed design, buses 
pull up to the curb in a diagonal, stag-
gered formation. The saw-toothed con-
figuration is a popular design for many 
bus stations in the nation, said Ted 
Lopatkiewicz, a spokesman for NTSB. 
''We don't know how many of these 
designs exist," Lopadciewicz said. "We 
expect there are many." 
The NTSB made a recommenda-
tion to national agencies and associa-
tions to improve the safety of existing 
and future saw-tooth designed stations. 
It recommended "that future transit 
facility designs incorporating 'saw-
tooth' bus parking bays, or other types 
of designs that direct errant vehicular 
traffic toward pedestrian-occupied 
areas, include provisions for positive 
separation between the roadway and 
pedestrian areas sufficien t to stop a bus 
................. --";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~--
'I'he iaf~ uf positive 
I roie models and the 
pre$I.!I1C6 of blatant Ii& 
elimination in hurnw &""id 
sdiuuIs '*Ive young ~ 
bians and py men to 
commit suicide at twice 
tile rate of heteros6AUai 
youth. 
-M. Ethel Myers 
------- ,,-------
al and public apology to Bill Rolfes for 
viciously aTtacking his character. And, 
Professor Rochester owes a public 
apology, not only to lesbians and gays 
everywhere, bur also to the Students at 
UM-St. Louis for subjecting them to 
his discriminatOry remarks and homo-
phobia. It is time for personal feelings 
of bigotry to be relegated to the closet 
and for gays and lesbians to feel safe 
coming out of their closet prisons. 0 
operating under normal park-
ing area speed conditions 
from progressing into the 
pedestrian area." 
The accident at the South 
Campus Metrolink station 
occurred when Ball, 32, began 
to pull forward in order to let 
another bus pass. NTSB offi-
cials said Ball mistakenly 
applied the accelerator, inStead 
of the brake pedal, causing the 
bus to surge forward, jump 
the curb and crash into a bus 
shelter. 
LETTERS, from page 4 
stitution that is claimed to be valid 
makes no mention of the Assembly 
having to approve the members of 
the SABC, the precedent of previous 
adminstrations has been to have the 
Assembly approve the members 
after the executive committee had 
made its recommendations and 
before forwarding it th the vice chan-
cello~ of Student Affairs: I know this 
personally, having served as an 5GA 
representative for a number of years. 
This approval from the Assembly is 
supposed to come before the Start of 
the committee's work. I remember 
in 1995 when SGA President Beth 
Titlow had to call a special meeting 
just to approve the SABC members. 
Mr. Avery had planned to subim-
it the names to Assembly for 
approval after the fact, according to 
the Feb. 16 issue of The OI7Ten.t. 
However, he changed his mind when 
he found a constitution that sup-
Four people died, includ-
ing UM-St. Louis student 
Cristina Green, and three 
other people were injured in 
the accident. Green, 34, was to 
graduate after the summer 
1997 session with a degree in 
commurucaoons. 
Doug Harri_n/The Current 
Investigators confer at the site of the 
Bi-State bus crash in June. 
The NTSB is planning to hold a 
public hearing March 3 and 4, beginning 
at 9 a.m at the Adam's Mark Hotel 
downtown on, the safety of nationwide 
transit bus systems. Lopatkiewicz said 
no local, state or federal agencies monic 
tOr maintenance or driver training of Bi-
State buses. 
Lopatkiewicz said the hearing will 
not tenter on the South Campus acci-
dent, but the board will discuss what 
would be the proper level of over-
sight" the federal government should 
have in implementing safety regula-
tions.D 
GET AFREEFRUITOPIA® 
WlrH THE .PURCHASE OF A 
.lARGE POPCORN 
Offerg.ood after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters 
ported his views. This situation 
shows how corrupt the SGA has 
gotten in the last couple of years. 
Records have disappeared and have 
shown up when they are needed to 
support a particular point of view. 
What is needed is a complete overall 
of the SGA. How soon will it hap-
pen? Unfortunately, not soon 
enough .. 
NURSES, from page 1 
"Respect has been lost for us in the 
last few years with so many srudents. 
I hope you can get that back." 
Nemec said faculty put more pri-
ority on getting students through 
the program than about what stu-
dents learned, attributing that 
behavior to the large numbers of stu-
dents who enrolled in the college 
shortly after the Barnes College of 
Nursing merger with UM-St. Louis 
in 1994. 
Durham said he recognized that 
enrollments were surprisingly large 
during that time and said that the 
college was trying to find an ideal 
number of students to admit. 
"We're allowed to admit 75 Stu-
dents a semester," Durham said. 
"But I'm not sure we want to do 
. that." 
Nemec and others also expressed 
concern that valuable clinical experi-
ence like emergency room work 
would be lost with the cuts to facul-
PACKNETI, from page 1 
Eventually, Packnett's office 
joined with the African-American 
Scholars Retention Program and the 
Student SuppOrt Services Program to 
form the Office of Multicultural 
Relations. 
Next month will mark the office's 
first anniversary. 
Packnett says she is excited about 
the office and its function of meeting 
the needs of an increasingly diverse 
culture. 
"Our population of students 
from various diverse groups contin-
Even though I have been trying to 
get a committeee to rewrite the con-
stitution for over rwo years, my 
efforts have been stalled. 
Unfortunately, the srudent body will 
nor get to approve a new COnstltltu-
tion this academic year. Unil such 
constitution is approved by the stu-
dem body and ultimately, the chan-
cellor, the SGA executive commit-
March' 9, 1998 
teee can find, if they want, ways of 
stepping on students rights. 
..steven M. Wolfe 
More letters on the web 
www.usml.edu/studentlife/ 
current 
ty who supervise those programs. "I've been waiting for this thing to 
June Herrell, associate professor of flow each semester~" another srudent 
nursing, who currently supervises said of the nursing degree program. 
ER clinicals, will " _ ===. «Yet every year some-
not be offered a thing changes. One 
contract In want you to be achriser tells me I need 
August as pan of alums who are Human Growth and 
the cuts. Development, so I iij'oiid vf v. 'viii' 
"I know that in ... , take it. Then they say, 
the ER clinical I §chool, with a 'Oh you don't need 
gained more than degree that means that.' And now I've 
I did in any other something. wasted my time. My 
course," N emec time is very valuable." 
said . "It brings Durham said he 
everything you -Jerry Durham was unable to address 
h h dean 'fi b h teac us toget er speCl c cases ut e 
. . Barnes College of Nursing assured students that ill one setting, 
across soclO-eco- " the faculty and 
nomic levels and administration were 
lines." working to develop the most effective 
Durham said that new curriculum curriculum possible. 
changes would allow srudents to "I want you to be alums who are 
take the ER clinical as an elective. proud of your school, with a degree 
But students were skeptical of the that means something." But after the 
new curriculum changes, enacted in meeting, Nemec wondered how many 
response to falling rates of students graduating students would ar~com­
who take and pass the MissoUri Board mend this program to others. D 
of Nurses professional exammanon And would Nemec? 
after graduation. "No." (J 
well. ues to grow," Packnett said. "There's 
a need to respond to the challenges 
that confront students from all 
diverse backgrounds at the 
University." 
"Many srudents come our way for 
non-academic issues, i.e. trying to go 6 
to school and work and in some 
cases, raise children," Packnett said. 
The office is available to all UM-
St. Louis students, providing oppor-
tunities to work one-on-one with 
counselors or to participate in the 
office's programs, such is the 
Guaranteed 4.0 Seminar and the 
Student Dialogue Brown Bag Series. 
Packnett said some of the most 
pressing concerns of students who 
visit the office involve fmancial aid, 
choice of majors and the campus di-
mate. She says students come to the 
office to discuss personal issues as 
To help address students' con-
cerns, the Multicultural Relations 
Office will conduct an Academic 
Essentials workshop on March 23, 
and a Career Exploration workshop 
on April 13. A Student Dialogue ) 
Brown Bag Series will be held on . 
March 25. 
The office will also celebrate its 
first anniversary on the weekend of 
March 27 and 28 with a Multicultural 
Awareness Fair, with a reception, a 
dance and workshops. 0 
. ~. 
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Classifieds Tom Wombacher, advertising rep. phone: 516-5316 fax: 516-6811 e-mail: c urrent@jinx.umsl.edu 
UM-St . Louis st udents, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES l V.lSA 
(314) 
516-5316 
Otherwise, class if ted advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and 
CAPS letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card. 
Deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. prior to publication. 
http://www.umsl.edu/ studentlife/ current/ current@jinx.umsl.edu 
92 Eagle Summit (Small Van) 
AWD, Auto, OD, air, Alpine 
stereo, PS, PB, Rear defrost & 
wiper, 79K miles, $6,700 
Call (314) 464-3598 
CeUca 1980, 2-door, yellow, 
Good Car, $450 Call 477-1284, 
Leave message or ask for Joel 
87 Nlssan Sentra, 5-Speed, 2-
door, white, AM/FM cassette, 
runs great, 177 ,000 miles $700 
O.B.O. Call 521-4559 
Mac Computer w/Stylewrlter 
printer and word processing 
software included. Compact 
and dependable. Must sell: 
$350 Call (314) 931-7386 
Epson Dot matrix printer, 6 
years old, but it's like NEW. 
Comes without printer cable. 
$55 Call Heidi @ 516-8637 
Jerry Rice Game Model Jersey, 
brand NEW never worn, tags 
still attached. $125 Call Ken @ 
871-2192 and leave' a message. 
TI-92 Graphing Calculator. 
Have Manual & Cable. 
Bookstore Price $249, I'm 
asking $200 Call 436-3046 
or e-mail 
s1024157@admiral.umsl .edu 
Panasonic 12 speed bicyc le 
$75, Technics stereo, Tower 
speakers, dual cassette, cd 
player, etc ... $425, Pioneer 550 
Cd player, 3 person tent, circu-
lar saw $25, dirt devil vacuum 
cleaner $50, various other 
household items Call Vicky 
862-0469 
Wanted: .Assistant to help 
disabled student with library 
research. Fee negotiable. 
grams, * Work 8-15 hours a 
week. A fun job on campus! 
For more info. call 516-5711 or 
stop by 427 SSB Please contact John at 869-4968 I-----------...........j After 5:00 P.M. 
Part-tlme/Full-tlme 
Work at our display at your local 
Sam's Club, Venture Stores, & 
Builder Square Stores. Day, 
evening & weekend hrs available 
Above average earnings, no sell-
ing ... Call 731-2003 & ask for 
Marty 
Part-time leasing for a large 
apartment community. 20 hours 
per week - will work around class 
schedule. Apply in person 8915 
Eager Road, St. Louis, MO 
63144 , (314) 961-6006 
Earn $750 - $1500jWeek 
Raise all the money your student 
group needs by sponsoring a 
VISA Fundralser on your campus. 
No investment & very little time 
needed. There's no obligation, 
so why not call for information 
today. 
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95. 
Musicians Needed: Rappers, 
Singers, and DJ's needed for 
local production crew. Locally 
owned record label seeks new· 
artists. Call 871-2192 and leave 
a message. 
Choose your hours, your Income 
and your rewards. Choose AVON! 
Call Michele Brown today! 
(314) 677-3543 
Roommate wanted to share 2 
bedroom condo in Oakville, very 
nicely furnished in great area · 
$260/month plup 1/2 electric. 
Call M ark at 846-3867 or email 
mmcelv3720@aol.com 
SUBLEASE: Apt in Olivette. 15-
20 min . drive from UMSL. NO 
.... ------------1 DEPOSITI May renew lease. 
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 
Credit card fundraisers for fra 
ternities, sororities & groups. 
Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00/VISA applica-
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 
65'. Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
2BR, 1 Bath, HEATED GARAGE, 
walk-in closet, deck, cia, mod . . 
kitchen w/brand new dishwash-
er, pantry, laundry, extra storage. 
Some utilities paid. Ladue 
Schools. $555. Available 
February. Call 989-0615 
Roommate(s) wanted to share 3 1-------------' bedroom house in St. Charles. 
All NURSING students currently 
in your second year (or higher), 
Become a patient care techni-
cian at Barnes-Jewish Hosplta , 
and begin applying the skills 
you're learning in a real hospital 
setting. * Good Pay *Create 
your own hours (minimum of 16 
weekend hours a month mandito-
ry) * Looks great on resume 
For more info., call Lori @ 747-
6670 
Full basement and. two bath with 
two car garage. $350/month 
plus 1 2 utilities or $275/month 
plus 1/ 3 utilities. Call Alan @ 
397-0543 
Miscellaneous 
Be an UMSl Peer Educator 
Gain career-related ex perience 
and leadership skillsl 
"INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY"!! 
Never forget special occasions, 
events, and dates again!! We 
will remind you for the rest of 
- .... ------------1 your entire life! For info. 
* Help students in Career 
Resource Center, * Plan, publi-
cize, and delive~ student pro-
( cont.) 
Responsible students to 
market/manage Cltlbank promo-
tions on campus. Make your 
ow n hours. No travel. Earn 
$400+/ wk. Call 800-932-0528 
Call Matt @ 631-8162 
If you would like 5 free counsel-
Ing sessions, please call 
972-0907 
........................ ..... ~ .... ....... .. .............................. ...• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
NEW HOURS NEW HOURS NE\V HOURS 
DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND 
BegiIming March 9, Our Hours Here on Campus Will Be 
9-1 and 2-6 Mon-Thurs 
9-1 and 2-5 Fri 
UMB 
B A N K 
America's Strongest Banks 
member FDIC 
@ Southwestern Bell AutiuJri,edAgent 
INTERNET ACCESS CELLULAR & PAGING 
Unlim Ued Aec'ess for "17'05/ mo_ 
----
1 Semes'ler for '75 
-.... 
2 Semesters for '1,45 
..... 
One Full' 'Year' fOIl" '19 5 
.Includes Ne/scape NrxdgaUJr ,.-ill. e-mail (1J1d n"",s ' 
"FrioulJv techni .-al. s1LfJport 7 dlIJ'S a: >M!k! 
.1;upI!0I1 both Xl' ami 56K Fler 
"Hug,e bandwidrh rDS-3. I' 
'Unlimited L'/JfJlleCl rim".' 
'NO buoy sigllllls! 
Featuring Southwesten, Bell Mabile Service & Unidcn Pagers 
Paging Special 
Just $99 
One Year Paging Service 
Includes Uniden Pager with ulllimited pages! 
88351D<L. RDocI 
51. u,.,;" MO 63 124 
JI~·nT-4466 
2930 H;ghwoy K 
O'FOllo.l, IIIJ 63366 
3\4· 2 4~9T1 0 
2324 Troy Rood 
&1-.-.,,'""; .... ~ 62025 
618'659-9090 
EIPC'" 
174 do.bon Rood 
tlIiMI\e, /.'0 63011 
314 ·256-8811 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Sot-iOF 
. WHAT:) 
~OUR 
DEAL? 
I GSTTO REMP,I~ 
\)cPRES 5E.D A~ LONb 
AS I KNOW 'I \-lAVE 
NO RIGHT TO 8.E. 
OE-PRESS;ED. 
I GE\TO WliHHOLQ 
L-OV E. FPoM /01'1 GIRI..H.lEN\) 
AS \..ON6 AS ~t-(I:1l.?IES 10 
COtJTRDL M~ B-1 -rtOLl-ING 
ME: H£:~ FEf.LIN~, 
I GE..T TO BE tNVOt..V£D 
WITI-\ DE,CE,ITFuL..-
MANIPUl.-ATO~S AS LONG 
AS 11-181 r-.)E.Ve~ GETWf 
uJA~. 
1 bti io Sn:AL- 01=~1(£ 
SU\>PL-IES FQ.OM M:1JoB 
As LONG AS iHERE-'s 
Co/2PORAT'C 6RE:ED 
'II'J THE: WoRl...D. 
I GE.T To BE: ~IJUGKTf 
BECAuSE. I CA..J ALMO~ 
AFfO~O THE fEE FOI2..-Tt{E 
ADVP<t-.lC,tO SPtatTUA L 
(DUfC.SE.. 
I GE.l 10 WlT\-I.HOW 
LOVe. R?oM 1'1'1 BO-iH?(9)O 
B'tc.AUS£ \!== !-(E. [.a.ko ME. 
kE.'O kNOW W\-lAT M.'::l 
WIT14.\-lOL.-DI.Je, MEAN!. 
I GIOT io EAT A~ER 
e.owt.. O~ ICE cRfPlv\. A <; 
LONG AS M':1 fx-BO:IF"I2I&JO 
KctPS Not CAU-J..:6. 
I bE-T TO 8E (a.\PA~'~t 
A c; LOi'\S A ~ \,1', w..lAIl.D 
Pf:OPLf: I LIKe. 
r GeT TO REME/o.\&&12. 
M':J \-\~PP':l CHII .. OKOOD 
AS' t..oN0 AI: I OIJL'1lHloJ\C-
Ae,ouf-rnE. oALj OAD 
SoUGHT T\-\AT BI6NEW 
~HI/oJ:J BUle\:::.. 
I GE.T TO BI..A~ M~ 
SlE.Q.CO AS l.-OUO AS I 
CAN BELAlJSE E.VE~O~ 
5\...SE. IN M'-j APA~,JT 
BUIL-OII'JG IS SAO A/JD 
I'olE8l) Q<E£RING VP. 
I bET TO WPoTCH TV .. 
EVER'=' !J16HT BECAUSE ~ 
Ii'S JuST Li\(E: BEING! 
ALIVe., otJ l~ I GET TO ~ 
liE DOWI'J. ... 
I GE: T TO BE. A SA(~IFlqA 
LAMB I.:) I..lF'E. Bf:c,c\vS'e.., 
A~T£12. AlL-, E.V€R';:!o.vE. 
[..OVf~ LA ..... ss. 
I 6't.i TO MA~ MATU~E. 
OE.c.l" ION~ t.VEN Tl-lotX;H 
Il-lEy MAI::t M':j ~~ 
~APPY. 
Want AVON by mail? For your free 
catalog, Call Michele Brown (314) 
677-3543 ... Get 10% off 1st order, 
if you mention this AD! 
I f you tried to cheat and turned here to see the crossword answers before you started 
the actual puzzle itse1.t guess what? No puzzle 
this week. Just goes to show you that cheaters 
don't win if; if . .. Wel~ never mind. You'll have 
to wait till next week to cheat. 
Japanese Cultural Exchange 
Learn more about another culture 
by opening your home to a 
Japanese student this summer 
(May 21-July 13) Call Kevin 
McGue at 773-1380 
Wanted 
Buying all Beanie Babies ret ired 
and new. Paying Cash. Call 
Andy @ 579-9758 . 
' 1-800-2-COU NCIL 
University. 
of Missouri 
St.Louis 
(Prdfflf!dri t:?dlll,INidN 
will return on March 16. 
PACK VOU~ gERErS, 
WE'RE qotNq 10 PARtSI 
June 2-11,1998 
$1295.00 Includes: 
* Expert Tour Guides who will Emphasize 
Tours on Art and History 
* Tour Bus and Cab Fares to/from Charles 
DeGaulle Airport 
* Hotel lodging in walking distance of 
monuments 
* Roundtrip Airfare from St. Louis to Paris 
* Admissions for all Museums/Castles etc, 
* All Breakfasts and Dinners 
You can't Beat all this for $130/Day! 
Interested Parties Call : (314) 531-0940 
SGA 
Application 
Deadline 
• 
• 
• • 
Apply now in Student 
Activites Office 
Elections to be Held 
April 8th and 9th 
For More Info Call 516-5105 
Page 1 0 
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THE FUN COMPANY HAS BEEN PROVlDING 
CORPORATE PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS 
NATIONALLY FOR OVER 30 YEARS. 
RECRUITING FOR OUTGOING, ORGANIZED 
INDIVIDUALS TO BE ON-SITE EVENT MANAGERS HAS 
BEGUN! CONTACT HEATHER AT 800-397-470 1 
X. 222 FOR INFORMATION OR INTERVIEVY. 
Pregnant? . We are NOW HIRiNG delivery drivers 
(19yrs & old,er) 
M.arch 9 199'8 
. .., , 
• HAVE FUN EARNING $4000 .. $6000 THIS 
SUMMER AND GAIN 
VALUABLE WORK 
and crew personnel 
days and nights available 
earn up to $1.0-12 hour 
EXPERIENCE 
Are you interested in 
wearing contact lenses? 
The UMSL School of Optometry has 2 cont.act lens studies current ly underway. 
In each of these studies, patients will receive a pair of contact lenses at a 
substantially reduced fee. Patients should be available for weekly to bi-weeldy 
follow-up visits. 
1. Rigid Gas Permeable (RGP) Bifocal Lens Study: 
In this study, all patients will wear an FDA approved RGP bifocal lens. 
The performance of this bifocal wi" be compared to monovision (I.e., one eye 
corrected for distance, one eye corrected for near) 
2. Rigid Gas Permeable (RGP) Correction for Nearsighted Patients. 
This study will evaluate the possibility of reducing nearsign tedness in a 
reversible manner with RGP contact lenses. 
The deadline for enlisting patients int o these clinical studies is April 1. If you 
are interested in participating, please contact Pat Sanders at 516-5116 and 
leave your name and phone number. 
RUNGE 
a a 
Apply in person 
9817 W. Florrisant 
Barnes College of Nursing 
at the University of Missouri-St. Louis 
March 15, 1998 
2:00-4:00 p.m. 
Seton Center on the South Campus of the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis 
For information call 314-516-6066. 
l ea m more about ow' BSN-Completioll, 
RN to A1SN, MSN-NP. and BSN four-year 
programs, fin(wciaL aid, scholarships, 
and Uniue,,;ity sen-ices. 
eness 
EK at UM-St. Louis 
March 16 - 20, 1998 
Monday, March 16th, Program at Noon , U. Center Lobby 
or 
CaU Mgr. at 
524·3033 
Wednesday, March 18th, SOUP LI NE from 11am - 1pm near Underg round 
(Bowl & roll) or in a (Soupbowl) $2.00 donation 
Thursday, March 19t h, HUNGER BANQU ET at Noon and 
again at 5:00 pm in the Hawthorn Room 
Celebrities, Local Hunger contacts, Served by University Personnel 
Look for containers all around campus to donate non-perishable food for 
Operation Food Search and/or $$ for Oxfam 
Contact 
Betty Chitwood - 385-3455 (FULFILL) 
This advertisement paid for by Student Activities and The Current at UM-St. Louis 
